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- April 30, 2021. OFLC Announces a Reminder to Filers of Form ETA–9141 to Submit Their Initiated Cases Prior to May 3, 2021

The Office of Foreign Labor Certification (OFLC) will implement the new Form ETA-9141, Application for Prevailing Wage Determination, beginning May 3, 2021. As a result, any initiated cases not submitted prior to 6:00 a.m. EST on May 3, 2021 will be deleted and a new application using the revised Form ETA-9141 will need to be created. For more information, please refer to our original announcement on April 2, 2021.

OFLC is providing advance copy of the Form ETA-9141 documents that will go live on May 3, so that our stakeholders can familiarize themselves with the
April 28, 2021. OFLC Provides Revised Form ETA-9141
Webinar Materials and Information to Stakeholders in Advance of May 3 Transition

On April 27, 2021, the Office of Foreign Labor Certification (OFLC) conducted a webinar to provide an overview on how to complete the revised Form ETA-9141, *Application for Prevailing Wage Determination*, in OFLC’s Foreign Labor Application Gateway case management system. The presentation materials and a recording of the webinar are now available at the hyperlinks below.

- View the slides for the webinar on the revised Form ETA-9141
- View the webinar recording

April 28, 2021. OFLC Announces 60-Day Public Comment Period on Proposed Three-Year Extension of Labor Condition Application and WH-4 Forms for the H-1B, H-1B1, and E-3 Temporary Programs

The Employment and Training Administration (ETA) published a 60-day notice in the *Federal Register* announcing its intent to extend the Office of Foreign Labor Certification’s Labor Condition Application (LCA) forms and the Wage and Hour Division’s WH-4 complaint form for three years. The Department proposes an extension of the LCA and WH-4 complaint forms, without changes. The information collection request includes the LCA Forms ETA-9035, ETA-9035E (electronic), ETA-9035 & 9035E Appendix A, ETA-9035CP Instructions, and the WH-4 complaint form. The *Federal Register* notice informs the public of the Department’s three-year extension request for the forms and invites comments from the public for 60 days.

Written comments must be submitted in accordance with the *Federal Register* notice instructions. The deadline to submit comments is Monday, June 28.

- View Federal Register Notice
- View Supporting Statement
- View Form ETA-9035/9035E
- View Form ETA-9035 & 9035E Appendix A
- View Form ETA-9035 CP Instructions
- View Form WH-4

April 20, 2021. OFLC Releases Public Disclosure Data and Selected Program Statistics for Q2 of Fiscal Year 2021

The Office of Foreign Labor Certification (OFLC) has released a comprehensive set of public disclosure data (through the second quarter of fiscal year 2021) drawn from employer applications requesting prevailing wage determinations and labor certifications for the PERM, LCA (H-1B, H-1B1, E-3), H-2A, H-2B, CW-1, and Prevailing Wage programs.

The public disclosure files include all final determinations OFLC issued for these programs during the October 1, 2020, through March 31, 2021, reporting period of fiscal year 2021.
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